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General overview 

As I prepare my report for this year’s AGM, it is written in the midst of the worst pandemic to hit the 

world that any of us has ever known. The consequences of this worldwide turbulence masks so 

much of the progress that IIMS has made since the last AGM on many fronts, but this is an upbeat 

report despite the miserable backdrop. With much of the world either still in lockdown, or with 

governments preparing to partially release their citizens in a controlled fashion, some marine 

surveyors have faced and will continue to face a lean time for some months to come. We recognise 

that. As I have said elsewhere, my concern is that with the virus still active in our communities, we 

must take extreme care and follow the guidelines published by individual governments and 

authorities. I urge all members to remain on their guard. 

IIMS has sought to keep abreast of the latest COVID-19 advice and has published and subsequently 

updated our guidance with the aim of helping to keep members safe. This has been widely 

publicised through the various IIMS websites and social media channels and has been welcomed by 

many. 

For many businesses, the pandemic lockdown meant stopping work, an instant drying up of 

revenues, a cessation of cashflow and a temporary closure of the business. Because IIMS has many 

revenue streams, that has not been the case for the Institute and a decision was taken to keep the 

team fully employed. By the end of March the head office team was all geared up to work from 

home, which we have been doing ever since, managing to provide a near normal level of service for 

members, students and the other communities we serve. We have utilised Microsoft 365 Sharepoint 

extensively and our decision to move to a paperless society relatively recently has paid huge 

dividends at this time. The team has continued to meet twice daily using Zoom and that has proved 

to be a good way of keeping team morale positive. It has allowed the team to share successes, deal 

with challenges and to keep ourselves focused as a group. The offices reopen on 1 June, but on a 

voluntary and cautious basis initially as we settle back in to the ‘new norm’. 

Our revenues through April, the first full month of home working, were remarkably robust - well 

ahead of budget - and May has followed suit. The only area we have so far experienced noticeable 

revenue shortfalls is with our Certifying Authority coding work. Inevitably with the forthcoming 

European charter season likely to be largely cancelled or severely curtailed, this means some 

‘commercial’ vessel owners and charterers are letting their codings lapse. The knock on effect is a 

loss of income to IIMS. I have spoken with the four other major UK Certifying Authorities and all 

have seen a drop in business. But there are signs that this has now stabilised. 

I should say a little about the financial implications of COVID-19 on the Institute and our cashflow 

position in general. Of course we are in the middle of completing the purchase of Murrills House - 

(more details on that later in my report) - so this situation could not have come at a more 

inconvenient time. Over the past year IIMS has continued to trade favourably and above budget, 



which has enabled us to build up the deposit we needed to secure the new office property. As I have 

mentioned, we decided to keep the whole team fully employed on the basis that we felt we could 

continue to drive revenues rather than furloughing staff under the UK Government scheme. This has 

proved to be the right decision, but of course we continue to monitor the situation closely. As part of 

the UK Government’s pandemic support for small businesses, we qualified for a grant of £10,000 

which has now been paid to us. Other options exist such as zero interest Government loans, but for 

now we have no need. On the back of strong trading going into the pandemic, we are happy that our 

positive cashflow is sufficient to see us through until probably August or September (the time when 

we generally experience tighter cashflow in a usual year). We will keep a close eye on matters and 

will reassess our position at regular intervals. We have activated overdraft facilities on our bank 

accounts just in case. 

  

Progress on the purchase of Murrills House 

It is almost two years since IIMS members voted in favour of looking to acquire a freehold property 

as the Institute’s permanent headquarters. I gave an update at the AGM about how we had 

managed to secure a deal on Murrills House, whereby we became owners of the property and our 

current landlord, Casson Beckman, becomes our tenants.  

I reported last year an agreed purchase price of £650,000, then reduced to £625,000. This reduced 

further to £600,000 on the back of a formal valuation survey. Having been given sound advice all 

along about the ease of securing a business mortgage, this became a major stumbling block when 

we came to test out the theory! We did secure an initial offer, but on very unfavourable terms. We 

walked away from that one. Finally the NatWest Bank (a well-known and recognised UK and 

international financial intuition) agreed to provide the mortgage finance. 

At the time of writing, we are close to completion, with all the necessary paperwork completed. Our 

lender has made a late and final request for a survey to be carried out on two rotten wooden 

windows and this is being organised now. Given how this project has slipped timewise, I am not keen 

to forecast when we may complete, but all parties have agreed a target completion date of 30 June.  

 

Head Office matters 

Let me pay tribute to the entire head office team who have been working from home the past few 

weeks during lockdown in stressful and different circumstances. I have never managed a team of this 

size remotely. It is a challenge so I thank my colleagues for helping me to make it a painless process! 

I know for some colleagues it has been tough and strange (for me too) as we have settled into a 

different routine. But combined teamwork has meant we have been able to keep the Institute not 

only afloat, but also functioning to a high standard. We have maintained all strands of the Institute’s 

activities, with the exception of delivering face to face training, with great success. 

The management team comprising Jen, Camella, Hilary and myself have met on an as and when 

required basis. 

Our third team bonding away day held in the nearby New Forest in September 2019 was a great 

success, much enjoyed by all and beneficial to further developing the already strong team ethic. For 

many sleeping outdoors in the wood overnight in a hammock was a highlight once again. The newest 

member of the team, Holly, was keen to show her skills as she crawled along our home made 15 



metre pontoon before ending upside down in the lake. And others achieved things they never 

thought possible. We aim for another day in the forest later this year, pandemic permitting. 

 

Branch news 

There has been some significant branch activity over the past year. In chronological order, the UAE 

Branch held its AGM and biennial Conference in November 2019 onboard the QEII, moored 

permanently in Dubai. The event celebrated the 10th anniversary of the branch, the longest 

established IIMS branch. An audience of around 100 delegates enjoyed a welcoming cocktail party 

the night before a great days conferencing. The UAE Branch has also recently organised several 

COVID-19 online webinars, one of which attracted over 400 delegates. 

Although not a formalised branch, the annual IIMS Baltimore Conference drew a record crowd of 

c.40 delegates at the MITAGS facility. The Institute owes a debt of gratitude to James Renn for his 

skill in getting so many non IIMS members to attend, some of who have subsequently joined the 

Institute. James also managed the IIMS booth at the mammoth IBEX show held in Tampa last year. 

In March, the IIMS Canada Branch organised their first conference which drew a good crowd to the 

Lonsdale Hotel, North Vancouver. Praise goes to Sarah White for undertaking much of the 

organising, assisted by Lachlan MacKenzie (Chairman) and the committee. It was a memorable event 

attracting some great presenters too. I also had the opportunity to bestow an Honorary membership 

on Capt Stan Bowles, a veteran surveyor from the local area, who has been instrumental in 

developing a series of modules over the years for the IIMS Professional Qualifications. 

Plans were in hand for the IIMS India Branch tenth year anniversary branch conference to be held 

this coming November, but there must be a question mark over that at this time.  

In recent days, President Capt Zarir Irani, called an online meeting of Regional Directors and In-

Country representatives – an opportunity to hear from around the world how things are going. Zarir 

set some simple objectives and asked that incoming President, Geoff Waddington, should keep this 

initiative going. 

 

Membership update 

Growing membership of any organisation in this modern day is hard and there are not many 

institutions showing good growth! IIMS has attracted a good number of new members in the past 

year, but this has been offset by the annual churn of those who have passed away, those who have 

left the profession and a handful who have just disappeared. But since January 2020, we have 

noticed strong new member growth, well ahead of our expected run rate. Capt Chris Kelly’s report 

shows the number of members by category, but full members remains the most popular category. 

This year we have seen a number of upgrades too, which is pleasing to report. 

 

Certifying Authority update 

The IIMS CA had a record breaking year in 2019 financially. The fleet size of our Maritime & 

Coastguard Agency (MCA) coded vessels has grown only modestly over that time, but we noticed a 

surge in the processing of tonnage surveys, a very valuable revenue stream. We have approved a 



couple of new coding examiners and always welcome applications from experienced member 

surveyors who wish to take up this responsible area of surveying.  

Those wishing to undertake tonnage surveys through the IIMS must do so via the Certifying 

Authority. Individuals must also have undertaken tonnage approved training before doing so. Last 

year the MCA imposed a new tonnage contract upon all UK certifying authorities. At this time, IIMS 

is the only authority approved to conduct tonnage training. 

The committee continues to meet twice annually and also organises two training days each year for 

coding examiners.  

Since taking over responsibility for the IIMS CA a year ago, Dave Parsons has made big strides with 

tidying up our processes and systems and we owe him a debt of gratitude. 

 

Surveyor complaints 

I am pleased to report a quieter year in terms of the volume of complaints reaching my desk. One or 

two senior IIMS officials have worked with a couple of surveyors about whom we received 

complaints. The aim - to help them not to make the same mistake again. This has proved so far to be 

good policy.  

 

 

Round up of seminars, training initiatives and conferences 

Over the past 12 months we have run some very successful events at various locations in the UK, 

mainland Europe and further afield. Our last live event before the pandemic set in was a highly 

successful tonnage training day on the UK south coast. Face to face training events will return again 

once it is safe to do so. But it is my estimation that over the last year we have personally met about 

275 members at various locations and countless more who have turned up at online seminars too. 

The Marine Surveying Fest – now spilt into two 12 hours days – one for small craft and the other for 

commercial ship surveyors was successful and Fest III will run again at the end of this year. 

 

Online seminars 

One of the highlights since the pandemic hit has been the series of online seminars broadcast by the 

Institute since March – about 10 so far with another half dozen planned over the coming months. 

The presentation on surveying rigs and masts attracted 100+ delegates and all have been well 

attended. These have delivered a valuable and unbudgeted income stream and I am grateful to all 

the specialists who have willingly shared their knowledge for the benefit of members, students and 

non- members. It has been gratifying to see surveyors keen to use the downtime and enforced 

career break to brush up as well as learning some new skills. 

 

Education and Professional Education Diploma update 



One of the areas that has been given plenty of attention in the past year is the IIMS education 

offering. Many of the modules have been reviewed and updated. A new module, Business 

Management, has been added to the portfolio which now stands at thirty five. A couple remain 

withdrawn pending review – heavy lift and helidecks amongst them. 

Lorna Robinson took up responsibility for the IIMS education department following the departure of 

Cathryn Ward for pastures new. Things have continued to flourish under Lorna’s management since. 

Our most recent intake in April saw well over 30 students sign up, versus a budget of just 20. And the 

numbers are looking positive for the upcoming July intake too. 

We have developed a number of online support sessions for new and existing students. We started 

offering an online session for new students where they could come and ask questions of myself, 

Lorna and a couple of unit authors and markers. This has been highly successful; the number of 

attendees has grown and it is a good way to bring new students into the fold. Additionally we have 

organised several online sessions entitled ‘Meet the Tutor’. These are themed events based on one 

of the modules. Geoff Waddington held a very successful one on inspecting small craft engines and 

Carey Golesworthy another on stability. 

It has long been my desire to put together a one week residential and practical course for those 

studying the yacht and small craft diploma. I was involved in detailed discussions with the Lyme 

Regis Boatbuilding Academy and we have reached an agreement to run a one week practical course 

at their facility in December (subject to pandemic restrictions) for an additional and reasonable extra 

fee. There are just ten places for this ‘hands on’ week long course and this counts as one of the four 

specialist modules. Places are filling up fast. 

It is fair to say we have really upped our game in this area and it is paying dividends. 

 

Update on IIMS Apps 

Our relationship with eDot Solutions (Goa) has continued to flourish and further developments are 

under discussion. The Marine Surveyor Search App goes from strength to strength, with new users 

registering on a regular basis. Post pandemic further marketing effort will be put behind this. Ready 

to be unveiled soon on the back of the App development is the ability for a member to control 

certain aspects of their profile. This means changing an address or a telephone number can be done 

by a member. Also, a member may claim new classifications for their listing, but each will need to be 

approved with the appropriate evidence by the Professional Assessment Committee. 

The Continuing Professional App continues to perform reliably and an increasing number of 

members are drawn to use it to record their achievements annually. The CPD roundel, which 

appears on the website listing page of those who have accrued 10 points during the year, has the 

benefit of being dated with the current year too. 

Our next collaboration with eDot surrounds the development of an intelligent and intuitive platform 

for students undertaking the Institute’s Professional Qualifications. The aim is to simplify and 

automate the process making is easier for us and our students. Work to scope out the architecture 

of the platform is complete and we are finalising negotiations with a view to having a beta version 

ready by the end of this year for testing.  

 



New electronic forms 

Creating user friendly forms has always been a challenge. But in the past couple of months, the old 

Microsoft Word forms that were used to enable people to register for the Professional Qualifications 

and to apply for membership have been radically updated. Using the Jotform software, bespoke 

electronic forms have been created. This makes the whole process of applying to be part of the IIMS 

family considerably easier and we have seen instant benefits. 

 

Publications 

Monthly news bulletins have been published on the first day of each month giving an overview of 

Institute news, details of activities and merchandise as well as disseminating relevant industry news. 

Readership of the news bulletin varies, but generally we are getting a 50% monthly open rate, much 

higher than standard industry norms. 

The Report Magazine has given me huge personal pleasure over the past year. Remarkably, the past 

few issues have breached the 100 page mark with the current June issue the biggest yet at 112 

pages. Not only is the publication a thing of beauty thanks to the graphic design skills of Craig 

Williams, but it is an eclectic mix of articles and features embracing the breadth of the marine 

surveying world. The comments about the publication, which is unlike anything else in this sector, 

are heart-warming. I am most grateful to those members who take the time to write personally to 

me about the magazine. 

Our series of handy guides have now reached twenty three. The most recent addition to the series 

‘What a marine surveyor needs to know about’ has been authored by Capt Allen Brink and is entitled 

“On-Off hire condition and bunker surveys”. We sell a handy guide or two most days of the week on 

average with the downloadable pdf versions now as equally popular as the more traditional 

paperback format. Although still relatively small in the grand scheme of things, the revenues 

generated annually are very valuable to the Institute.  

 

Website 

The IIMS website continues to power on, delivering an average of 15,000 unique visitors every 

month. Fresh content is added most days with over 2,000 new stories and features to search. It 

remains the most valuable source of information about the marine surveying profession anywhere in 

the world. 

In recent months we undertook a significant piece of work to back the Marine Surveyor Search App 

search directory into the IIMS website. This proved to be a time consuming job, but the result is that 

we have synergised the search facility between the App and the website and it has made a good 

improvement. 

The site has also become a means to generate significant sums of income through the online e-

commerce engine. Handy guides, online seminar places and education modules are all purchased 

seamlessly through the site. 

There are now 60+ audio podcasts available for members to download via the site. 

 



Social media channels 

The Institute remains highly active on social media channels. Fresh content is pushed out regularly in 

the form of Tweets via Twitter and posts on LinkedIn. Our followers on LinkedIn has risen sharply 

and now tops 5,100. New IIMS originated video content has been uploaded on to the designated 

YouTube channel and there are now 200+ videos to browse and watch. 

 

Digital below the line marketing 

The Institute continues to work with specialist agency, Vertical Leap. Almost all of our marketing and 

promotional spend goes through them and they perfectly target the demographic we seek – marine 

surveyors! Campaigns run daily to attract interest from those who might be keen to engage with the 

Institute, either as a new member, or as a potential student wishing to study the diploma in marine 

surveying. The quality of the leads generated by Vertical Leap is exceptional. Leads arrive daily in the 

form of an email address, surveyor or student name and country location. For that to happen they 

have either downloaded the Institute’s information guide, or have expressed an interest in studying. 

It is the most cost effective way to target our potential audience. 

 

Database of marine surveyors 

As part of the above marketing activity and with other initiatives we have deployed, IIMS now has an 

active database od approaching 5,000 marine surveyors, many of whom we email from time to time 

to promote the activities of the organisation. This database has generated new members and 

students as well as delegates for some of our online seminars. 

 

External work being undertaken by IIMS 

IIMS has continued to pursue several projects, all of which are potentially profitable for the 

organisation and are things we would like to do. 

Institution of Diagnostic Engineers (DIAGS). This one has been under discussion for some 

considerable time, but at the time of writing, a Memorandum of Understanding is being prepared 

for agreement between both parties to proceed. If acceptable, IIMS would form a partnership with 

DIAGS, effectively taking over the management and development of the Institution. More news as it 

happens. 

Certifying Authority certification scheme. IIMS subsidiary, the Marine Surveying Academy, is poised 

to win the piece important of work to manage the certification scheme for MCA coding examiners. 

Solid progress was being made after several years of indecision until the pandemic set in. This has 

stopped progress in its tracks. The intended launch date of 1 January 2021 will inevitably get pushed 

back. 

The Marine Surveying Practitioner (MSP) Scheme has continued to make progress, if a little 

unspectacular. We are hoping for a launch in this calendar year, but nothing will happen until we are 

satisfied it is fit for purpose. Extensive work has been undertaken to engage with those who instruct 

surveyors, including P&I Clubs, insurers, vessel owners and operators, brokers and this has won 



much kudos already. The list of specialisations that surveyors will be able to apply for is complete. 

The final part of the project is to assemble an assessor panel and develop the mechanism and 

criteria against which applications are measured before accreditation is granted. A website is under 

development. 

After many months of discussion, SYVR, the first open worldwide matchmaking platform between 

clients and marine surveyors and the International Institute of Marine Surveying (IIMS), the leading 

global professional body for marine surveyors, announced a joint working initiative. The two 

organisations in parallel have been pushing technological boundaries for the marine surveying 

industry over the past two years. Both organisations are driven by the desire to increase marine 

surveying standards and to ensure that only those surveyors who have appropriate skills are 

engaged by clients to carry out surveys, meaning transparency for all. The smart SYVR App, launched 

in 2018, uses algorithms to assess a surveyor’s experience and specialism, then matches them to the 

client’s requirements when a request for survey is made.  

 

And finally, my thanks go to … 

The Annual General Meeting is always an opportunity to thank those who work on behalf of the 

Institute, many of them on a voluntary basis.  

Let me start with the head office team, all of whom do an excellent job. I have name checked many 

of them in this report already, but in particular the contribution of Camella Robertson as Office 

Manager & Membership Secretary and that of Jen Argent, Management Accountant, ably supported 

by Elly Bryant deserve mention. Holly seems to eat administrative work looking after the websites as 

well as much more. To put it simply, the office runs efficiently and our accounting function has never 

looked so slick! 

I must also thank all those who work on behalf of the Institute as In-Country Representatives, 

Regional Directors, Branch Chairmen and Officials. 

My thanks also go to the Executive and the Management Board for their work in helping to keep 

things moving in the right direction. My thanks to Zarir Irani for holding the IIMS torch as President 

for the past two years. And I should not forget the Chairmen of our various active Committees: 

Capt Chris Kelly: Chairman of the Professional Assessment Committee 

Fraser Noble: Chairman of the Certifying Authority 

Paul Homer: Chairman of Standards 

Geoff Waddington: Chairman of Administration 

John Excell: Chairman of Yacht & Small Craft Surveying 

John Heath: Technical Support 

I also want to pay tribute to our suppliers, many of whom have helped by affording IIMS payment 

holidays during the pandemic, which has helped keep cashflow positive. We are supported by some 

excellent external service providers. 

 

Mike Schwarz 

Chief Executive Officer 

30th May 2020 


